
Классные фразы со словом «deal»!  
  
 
  

Hello! I'd like to tell you about some nice phrases with the word "deal". It's really good to know them, because this way you 

get your English better and more easier. Use them in your speech and improve your Spoken English! 

1) The base meaning of the word "deal" is «an agreement». 

He'll come, don't worry. We have a deal with him. 

To make a deal - to arrange with somebody. For example: 

I've made a deal with my chief to meet tomorrow. 

We made a deal with you, but you didn't come! 

2) In English there are several good phrases with the word «deal». And the first one is "what a big deal?". 

This phrase basically means "Who cares?" For example: 

— He does't like you. 

— What a big deal!? I don't care! 

You can also get it shorter and say just "What a deal?" It's normal. 

3) The second good phrase is "deal with it". It means «just accept it» 

I don't like my job, but I have to deal with it, because I need money. 

— I lost my wallet! I'm so upset! 

— Just deal with it, my friend. It can happen sometimes. 

4) The next "What's his/her/their/ deal". If you see somebody in the bad mood you can say «What's his deal?» It means 

«What is his problem? What's happened?» 

— My brother's in the very bad mood today. 

— Really? What's his deal? 

Or on another side, if somebudy's happy and just smile without any reason. You can also ask "What's his/her deal? Why is 

he/she smiling?" 

— Mr. Smitt looks gorgeous today, he's so happy! What's his deal? 

— It's not a surprise. He bought a new car yesterday! 

Another words, if somebody looks different or strange to some extent, you can say «What is his/her/their deal?» 
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5) Another good phrase with the word «deal» is "Deal me in". If you want to participate in something or you want to join 

somebody, you can say "Hey, deal me in!" For example: 

— I'm gonna play football, guys. 

— Hey, I want to play too. Deal me in! 

It was several good phrase with the word «deal». I like these phrase and try to use them as often as possible=) So use them 

too and improve your spoken English. 

I hope you liked the post=) If you didn't, well, I just have to deal with it. 

Good luck, guys!=) 

 

 

 


